
E L E VAT E  YO U R  N I G H T T I M E  S K I N C A R E  R I T U A L  

T O  R E V O L U T I O N A R Y  L E V E L S .  

P R O D U C T  M A N U A L

C h r o n o b i o l o g y  S l e e p  M a s k

THE EXCEPTIONALNP



The Ultimate Overnight Treatment.

Ultimate Reset · Overnight Renewal · Nutri-Boost    

This high-performance treatment sleeping mask is 

carefully synchronized to work in synergy and 

enhance the skin’s natural overnight biorhythm of 

regeneration and self-repair processes, for a skin 

transformation overnight while sleeping.

Awaken to firm, plump, replenished, and restored 

skin that radiates from long-lasting moisturization 

and illumination. It is a sophisticated piece of 

science, skin synchronized for the ultimate 

overnight treatment.
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NOURISH

STAGE 3

11pm - 4am 

TOXIN ELIMINATION

WITH PHA,

PRE, PRO & POSTBIOTICS

2am - 4am 

CELL REPAIR

WITH RETINOL & PEPTIDES

4am 

MAXIMUM SKIN ABSORPTION

WITH CERAMIDE NP &

2D HYALURONIC ACID

Infused with a blend of five precious botanical oils for sumptuous sensoriality. 



The Routine
Become the Artist

Bespoke, tailor-made Gua Sha

The Sculptor

2 Exclusive tools to enhance your skincare ritual for unparalleled skin results.

Ultra-hygienic Silicone
Brush Applicator

The Ritual

Apply 1-2 times per week or as preparation for a special event, when needed, to face and neck, as the last 

step of your skincare ritual, before sleeping. 

STEP 1

Dispense the mask from the Active Dose onto the bespoke Gua Sha tool like an artist setting up their palette.

STEP 2

Use the silicone brush applicator, designed for optimal hygiene and safety, to apply the mask directly to the 

whole face and neck including eye area, until there is no formula on the palette.



STEP 3

Finally, use the Gua Sha tool to sculpt.

1. Begin with the long-curved edge at the back of the neck and run up towards your 

hairline. The gliding action should be smooth but firm with a moment of pause and 

pressure at the top of each stroke. Repeat this lifting action around   

        the entire neck.

3. Continue with the “V” structure to lift from the smile line, repeat motion three times on 

either side of the face.

4. Above the cupids bow, use a pointed edge to delicately move from inside out. 

6. Use the double pointed edge of the Gua Sha tool to address the 

pressure points located in between the brow bone by applying light 

kneading pressure to relieve tension. The “V” structure can also be 

used across brow bones depending on face shape.

5. The “V” structure then hugs underneath the cheekbones to provide a 

lifting sculpt; you may pause at the pressure point near the temples.

2. Use the “V” structure and position along your 

jawline at your chin. Glide in an upwards motion towar-

ds the ear, pausing here at the pressure point. Repeat 

each side three times.

7. Use the pointed edge to delicately circle the ocular orbit. Moving from the nose 

outwards and upwards around the brow bone, and then inwards towards the inner 

corner of your eye. This inwards motion avoids tugging on the under-eye area. 

8. Use a straight edge to run along any forehead lines moving from right 

to left. Across the entire forehead draw lines from your hairline to brow 

bone. Complete this motion by gliding the Gua Sha edge from the center 

of the forehead out towards the hairline.

9. Complete the ritual by draining lymph back to the body with the long curved edge 

gliding down the sides of your neck.



Pressure points

Move from left to right across forehead 
lines, repeat motion vertically. Final 
stroke from center outwards

Brow bone massage inner to 
outer corner with two pressure 
points to relieve tension

Jawline lift

Cheekbone sculpt

Pull upwards

Begin with gliding and massage up the 
neck, including the back of the neck

Feather-light strokes circle 
the entire orbital area 

Glide down the sides of the 
neck to drain lymph 
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Long curved edge

“V” structure

Pointed edge

Straight edges



Think Beautifully®


